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A beautifully presented semi-detached Edwardian property, offering in excess of 1485 sq ft of internal
living accommodation. Enviably located on the coveted Dollis Hill Estate, the property presents a
fantastic opportunity to acquire a substantial family home moments from Gladstone Park.
The property combines sympathetic contemporary styling and original architectural features; the front
door features exquisite stained-glass panelling and vestibule, whilst the reception room boasts ceiling
cornicing and a cast-iron place. The rear is particularly impressive, offering an expansive and lateral
kitchen/diner area. Owing to the property’s aspect, this space is abundant in light throughout the day. A
sizeable 52ft lawned rear garden is accessible through the kitchen and via the side-access.
The First Floor is comprised of three sizeable bedrooms which are all serviced by a family bathroom
at the front. The Second Floor (loft conversion) houses the second bedroom, and also has an

£925,000 Freehold

abundance of eaves storage. The space could
also be used as a home office/studio.
Normanby Road is a quiet, residential street in
the heart of the Dollis Hill Estate. The property is
ideally situated for Dollis Hill Station (Jubilee), as
well as the amenities of Willesden Green.
Viewing is highly recommended

• A beautifully presented semi-detached Edwardian
house.
• Nestled within the coveted Dollis Hill Estate.
• Offers 1486 sq ft of internal living accommodation.
• Comprised of four bedrooms and one bathroom.
• Retains a plethora of original architectural features.
• Boasts a 52ft south facing lawned rear garden.
• Varied amenities of Willesden Green within close
distance.
• Dollis Hill Station (Jubilee - Zone 3) Station.
• Within easy reach of the 86 acre Gladstone Park.
• Viewing highly recommended.
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